This chapter focuses on the main design generators and substantiates the decision-making process within the theoretical, practical and historical contexts of the dissertation.
7.1 Background

In Chapter 7 the proposed brass foundry on Magazine Hill is explained within the parameters of 7 main design generators that influenced the process of decision-making throughout the developmental stages of the design progression. The generators address design concerns regarding the theoretical premise, building programme, commemorative aspects, environmental aspects, heritage legislation, site-based influences and architectural experience.

7.2 Theoretical premise

Within the context of Magazine Hill, this dissertation explores an architecture of alter egos, where multiple identities and layered memories define spaces that are simultaneously physical and metaphysical. The physical character of space present in the decayed fabric of Magazine Hill relates to the experience of abandoned space, the weathered building elements, ruination and the smell of decay that only manifests with the passing of time.

The physical character of space on Magazine Hill thus relates to experiential time that focuses on the experience of the present, therefore weathered space is left unaltered in the design. Its alter ego, the metaphysical character of space present on the site, relates to the historic activities that accompany a time frame passed, where the memory of past activities and use is constantly provoked through experience. This character of space thus responds to referential time, where physical attributes of weathered space refers to previous use and historic occupancy. It is within the alter egos of space where the architectural experiences of the site and the brass foundry are explored.

The weathering of architectural materiality implies that buildings take on the qualities of place and events, whether it be stains and residual deposits brought on by the rightful claims of nature, or bullet holes and explosion damage caused by historical events. In both mentioned cases the process of decay unfolds a narrative that strengthens the building’s existence and persistence in time. This dissertation’s design resolution is thus focused on the idea that ruination can inform creation, and emphasises the fact that the death of one building element can lead to the revelation of another.
7.3 Foundry process

7.3.1 Brief process outline

The design of the brass foundry integrates an industrial process of ammunition reduction with an experiential route that unveils the rich history of ammunition production on Magazine Hill. The experiential quality of this journey is governed by a series of foundry processes that are revealed along the route as the visitor progresses through the site. It is within this subtle integration of site and programme that the past, present and future of Magazine Hill can be experienced and imagined.

The foundry process functions within 2 different procedures, with each process requiring diverse spatial needs in terms of lighting, volume, services and materiality. The first main process is accommodated in a furnace tower which extends from the existing ammunition bunker. It is in this industrial space where the ammunition cartridges are reduced to billets and ingots, the raw format of non-ferrous metals. After the end product has been produced, the raw material is stored and distributed to Denel PMP, while the second foundry procedure reworks remaining material on site in a series of new artist studios.

Figure 7.3 Graphic display of proposed foundry process (Author, 2011)
**PROCESS STARTS**

- **Drop-off point in existing ammunition bunker by SANDF and SAND**
  - Raw material is transported from shooting ranges to Magazine Hill

- **Distribution**
  - Raw material is distributed from drop-off zone to ammunition pit located in front of furnace tower via old wagon routes

- **Raw material storage**
  - Raw material is collected in the ammunition pit until hoisting is full

- **Loaded into foundry**
  - Raw material is loaded into the foundry by a vertical hoisting system

- **Inspection / Demolishing / Sorting**
  - Empty brass shells are inspected and sorted according to condition, size and age. Usable raw material is dismantled if necessary and distributed to washing facility via chutes

- **Washing / Drying**
  - Empty brass shells washed in a soapless base to extract cor SITE residue. After the washing process, raw material is passively dried in the eastern side of the furnace tower

**COLD SHOP**

**HOT SHOP**

- **Melting of non-ferrous raw material**
  - Raw material is placed within a 100 l crucible that is heated by an electrical induction furnace heated at 1400 degrees Celsius to produce molten metal

- **Intermediate batch**
  - Induction process for regular casting of billets and ingots

- **Continuous batch (MELT)**
  - Utilised for the continuous melting of offsets after fettling process

- **Metal Treatment**
  - Additions of metal alloys in the form of nuggets and granules to produce desired metal compositions

- **Metal casting**
  - Sand casting and die-casting methods are alternated to produce desired end product. Die casting form favoured process for the production of brass billets in ingots (multiples)

- **Separation of cast and mould cooling**
  - Set material is casted in water containers that produce great amounts of steam

- **Cleaning / Fettling**
  - The fettling process involves cleaning and shaping of cast product by hammering and tumbling depending on size

- **End product and storage**
  - Ingots and billets are distributed via steel bridge to storage space in main building

**PROCESS CONTINUES**

- **Distribution**
  - Denal PNP

  - Brass billets and ingots used as raw material for the production of ammunition cartridges and industrial fittings

  - Artist studios

  - Billets and ingots used as raw material in buckle, chandelier, clock and sculpture studio for the production of art

- **Types of end product and use**
  - Brass billets
    - Normal brass
    - Yellow brass
    - High tensile brass
    - Naval brass
    - 2.3 kg in weight
    - 125 mm diameter
    - Wooden box storage

  - Brass ingot

  - Red brass/Gun
    - High tensile beta brass
    - Silicone bronze
    - Gold brick form
    - 15 kg in weight
    - Wooden box storage

Figure 7.4: Technical display of proposed foundry process (Author, 2011)
PROC E S S 2 - Artist Studios

Modelling studio

Artist original modelling
- Modelling positive of art in material of medium of choice (wax, clay, wood, plaster)
- Inverse rubber moulds are created from original model, allows for positive wax replica of original

Rubber moulds

Wax casting
- Special micro-crystalline waxes are used to produce original model, with the first layer brushed in and rest poured in

Wax chasing
- Inspecting, correcting, detailing of wax replicas, if hollow, small plugs are introduced

Casting

Ceramic studio

Burning out
- Shells which contain wax models are heated in furnace kiln, flash-fired to burn out wax @ 1000 degrees Celsius to harden ceramic shell. Wax is recycled and harvested for reuse. Runs out at the bottom in wax trap (one partial or lost wax method)

Do Vesting
- Ceramic shells are put in sand pots to retain heat and prevent blow out from intense pressure formed during casting. Melted metal is melted in small scale gas fired crucible furnace at 1900 degrees Celsius. Melted metal is poured into ceramic shells

Metal Chasing
- Gates and vents are cut off and recycled. Flaws are re-textured and plugs welded away. Art work is prepared for mounting/hanging and standing

Patination
- Altering of surface colour, hot or cold applications of chemicals
  - Brush techniques
  - Left in nature to patinate
  - Spray guns
  - Wrapping
  - Fire patinas
- Final product ready for exhibition
Figure 7.5: Context model of Magazine Hill (Author, 2011)
Figure 7.6: Context model of Magazine Hill (Author, 2011)
Figure 7.8: Early conceptual work, building sections (Author, 2011)
Figure 7.9: Concept drawings showing the development of the building plan (Author, 2011)
7.4 Site generators

From the initial developmental stage of Magazine Hill (Fort Commeline, 1881) the site had been designed to function as a secretive entity within the natural hilltop landscape. In 1894 when the underground ammunition magazines were constructed on site as part of the second fortification plan for Pretoria, the same concept of veiled architecture concluded a new typology for hidden military infrastructure. The design of the ammunition bunkers with internal production facilities followed the same construction methodology after Magazine Hill was labelled as one of the first sites for military industrialism in the country. This inherent typology of built form on Magazine Hill forms a conceptual platform for space that reveals and space that conceals.

Throughout the design of the route through the site and foundry, this concept of revealing and concealing space is utilised to enrich spatial experience. The old wagon routes that form circulation platforms between the exhibition bunkers define concealing space, while the interiors of the bunkers themselves identify revealed space, revealing exhibited sculptures. The different foundry processes are also experienced to be revealed and concealed along the route through the foundry. This journey through the site strengthens the visitor’s interpretation of the hilltop landscape, complying with the third principle of the Ename Charter which states that a connection should be established between users and the site for individual interpretation (ICOMOS, 2005).
Figure 7.10: Conceptual section exploring submerged typologies (Author, 2011)
Figure 7.11: Conceptual section exploring the functionality of the foundry (Author, 2011)
Figure 7.12: Concept model of brass foundry
[Author, 2011]
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Figure 7.25: Flame Tracer ground floor plan showing artist studio additions, nts (Author, 2011).
This design element allows the visitor to experience the art of ammunition reduction within the context of ammunition production, commemorating the large scale production lines of Magazine Hill. The act of commemoration is thus focused on the interpretation of old (ammunition production) and new (ammunition reduction) processes as an ongoing activity, as stipulated in Principle 1 of the Ename Charter (ICOMOS, 2005). Again commemorative design is not encapsulated within a static memorial or monument, but rather experienced as an active construct that does not only relate to the past, but also the future of Magazine Hill.

The weathered state of the building is left unaltered, while allowing the process of ruination to continue with the passing of time. This design approach stresses the mortality of architecture and distinguishes clearly between old and new fabric. A new roof structure is introduced that alternates in covered and uncovered spaces, changing spatial experience in terms of volume, light quality and views as the visitor progresses through the Flame Tracer building. Minimal disturbances in the existing fabric, with the exception of the new roof resolving spatial requirements, comply with Article 28 of the Burra Charter, stating that additions should have the potential to sustainably add knowledge or spatial value to the existing (ICOMOS, 1999). Pockets of viewing spaces are injected into the different building compartments, creating a series of architectural experiences that strengthen the interpretation of both the existing and the contemporary (Ename Charter, Principle 1 - Access and understanding). It is within the Flame Tracer building where one escapes from reality to memory.
Forming a spatial extension of the Flame Tracer building, the artist studios are designed according to the “cire perdue” or lost wax method of sculpture production that was used by bronze artists in ancient Rome (CPA, 2011). This methodology is still practiced by most contemporary artists today, enabling the sculptor to produce a vast range of art sizes (personal communication with Potts, 23 May, 2011). The studio thus needs to accommodate this diverse scale range of art production and allow for adjustability.

The studio is divided vertically into 3 storeys, with the top floor forming a continuation of the Flame Tracer building space, the middle floor extending out onto the courtyard where studio practice can be observed from the north, and the bottom storey accommodating sculpture storage. Each artist studio is further divided into 4 secondary studios. The modelling and wax studios define the middle floor space, while the ceramic works and hot shop are located on the top floor. The north facade is fitted with a vertical hoist that distributes larger art pieces and foundry machinery between the aforementioned work spaces.
Figure 7.30: Layout drawing of artist studio (Author, 2011)
The western facade is defined by a stereotomic edge that blocks western solar penetration, while the eastern facade forms an adjustable typology that alternates according to user needs. Adjustable flooring further allows for vertical modification of space to accommodate bigger foundry machinery, stretching the concept of workspace adaptability. The artist studios thus function as permanent exhibitions in the new courtyard space that capitalise on the future projections of Magazine Hill, enforcing the statement that ruination can inform creation.
7.5 Summary of Environmental considerations (Is discussed in detail in chapter

7.5.1 Social sustainability

1. The building programme specialises in a reduction process of obsolete ammunition, forming a catalyst in the SANDF environmental programme called Green Soldiering. The proposed foundry forms an environmental statement of the SA Army.
2. Brass ingots and billets are produced from recycled ammunition cartridges and distributed to Denel PMP for ammunition production. A portion of raw material is kept on site for the production of art, thus forming a horizontal integration programme that contributes to social sustainability among local artists.
3. The foundry creates work opportunities for prison inmates and the SA army, thus contributing to a skill transfer process.
4. The foundry is dependent on the public as a tertiary source of raw material, thereby providing the public with a financial incentive and awareness of recyclability potential.
5. An agricultural belt is proposed in the urban precinct.

7.5.2 Environmental sustainability

5. The topography of Magazine Hill is utilised to harvest rainwater in the Red Magazine crater, forming both a commemoration pool and water body to supply buildings with water for foundry use and sanitation purposes.
6. A water harvesting strategy that harvests water from washing and cleaning tables and sends grey water through a biofilter pit for secondary use is implemented in the furnace tower.
7. The existing massive bunker wall in the furnace tower is converted into a trombe wall system that ventilates the storage basement and provides a hot air system to dry washed ammunition cartridges.
8. Passive ventilation systems in the tower hot shop are developed as a commemorative steam feature in the design.
9. The series of artist studios are orientated north for maximum daylighting illumination and sufficient thermal comfort control.
10. Sliding eastern wall panelling provides the artist studios with adjustable options, optimising passive ventilation, natural daylighting illumination, and extending spatial qualities beyond the limited workshop space.
11. An interlocking louvred roof system allows studio workers to ventilate hot shops vertically, control natural light quality for working purposes and allow for rain water penetration if open studio space needs to be cleaned.
12. Sufficient insulation is provided in roof structures that are exposed to direct solar radiation, strengthening thermal comfort in studio spaces.
13. Water harvesting strategies in artist studio space is defined by sloping floors diverting water flow to catchment areas in the public courtyard where bio filter pits purify grey water for foundry use.
14. Dual flush sanitation systems are stalled, with CFL and LED lighting panels utilised for lighting strategies in studio ablutions and kitchenettes. Sufficient daylighting illumination allows for lighting systems to be active only at night.